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In media res:
In the middle of 
implementing Rapido and 
RapidILL

Jeff Cruz
Associate Director, Site Services
University Library
jeffery.cruz@sydney.edu.au

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I’m sure everyone knows (because we’re all library staff) that “in media res” means “into the middle of things”. So to kick off this presentation, I’ll start in the middle. As the title says, the University of Sydney is right in the middle of implementing Rapido/RapidILL. We kicked off on 1 September, so we are 1 month into a roughly 3 month project.
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We acknowledge the tradition of 
custodianship and law of the Country on 
which the University of Sydney campuses 
stand. We pay our respects to those who 

have cared and continue to care for Country.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- I want to start by acknowledging that I’m meeting you all from the traditional lands of the Gadigal of the Eora Nation. I want to pay my respects to their Elders, past, present and emerging. 
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Why Rapido/RapidILL? 
And how?

- Before Alma Resource Sharing
- After Alma Resource Sharing
- Why move to Rapido?
- Preparing to move to Rapido
- In the middle of implementing 

Rapido

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, to start in the middle, let me just answer the two biggest questions my presentation hopes to answer: WHY Rapido? And HOW are you implementing it?One of the biggest reasons we went with Rapido is to reduce mediation, particularly for borrowing requests. Yes, there are other reasons including a better client experience, better interfaces and our own strategic plans, but right now our Resource Sharing staff have to mediate every single request that a USYD student puts into our Resource Sharing request form. In the short-term, we hope to significantly reduce mediating all digital requests, and in the medium-term reduce mediating physical item requests with our Rapido partners.Secondly, in terms of HOW we are implementing, we using our tried and true approach that we used when we implemented Alma/PrimoVE. That is, we’ve put together a multi-disciplinary project group that includes staff from across our large library, including staff from Resource Sharing, Library Digital Services, Metadata, Experience Design, Copyright and Analytics. We know from past experience that having a wide ranging group of staff that can provide a 360 degree view of the process—from staff who focus on Resource sharing as business as usual through to experience design specialists—provides the best outcomes for staff and clients.To take you through the WHY and the HOW in greater detail, I’ll take you on a three-year journey from what we had in the before times, before Alma Resource Sharing, to what we have now. I’ll highlight the aspects of Resource Sharing we were missing that led us to move to Rapido. I’ll talk to you about what we’ve done to prepare to move to Rapido, and where we are in our planning timeline.
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In the before times (pre-2019), everything was mediated
– Sierra/iii
– Bonus+/ArticleReach
– Libraries Australia Document Delivery
– Off-campus storage requests
– Other resource sharing platforms/services: 

– OCLC WorldShare
– Subito
– National Library of Medicine
– British Library

Before Alma Resource Sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before 2019, everything was mediated and nothing was unmediatedWe used iii’s Sierra, and at that time, we had to double handle everything, except for Bonus+/ArticleReach itemsBonus+/ArticleReach was a great consortial resource sharing platform with about a dozen academic libraries in Australia and NZ. However, it wasn’t fully integrated into our Discovery platform, and clients had to do a separate Bonus+ search to find itemsOf particular note, all requests had to be double-handled between Sierra RS and the LADD gateway, which was the majority of our requests. On top of double-handling between Sierra RS and LADD, Sierra RS didn’t integrate fully with Sierra Circulation, so if we returned something at a desk through Circulation, it also had to be returned in the RS moduleAlso, all of our off-campus storage requests went through Sierra as a Resource Sharing requests, and our team had to do some fancy programming and coding so that our Storage vendor could send or digitise itemsWe also used international platforms and services to supplement interlibrary loans and document delivery from within Australia
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Now, most lending requests are unmediated
– Alma/PrimoVE (including for Storage requesting)
– Alma Resource Sharing via the LADD gateway
– Other resource sharing platforms/services: 

– OCLC WorldShare
– Subito
– National Library of Medicine
– Others (in Europe)

– What was missing?

After Alma Resource Sharing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We moved to Alma and Alma RS, going live in January 2019. Now most lending requests are unmediated. This means that when another institution makes a request via LADD, it goes straight to our Pick from Shelf List without any staff intervention until it is ready to be shipped.While we do need to create digitisation requests from RS requests, this is something that we are looking to improve both within Alma RS and Rapido/RapidILLMoving to Alma has also meant that off-campus Storage is now it’s own library, and our storage vendor is able to fulfill physical item requests and digitisation requests straight from within AlmaWe still use other resource sharing platforms and services such as OCLC, Subito and NLM, and we are exploring other services in EuropeBorrowing, however, remains highly mediated. Currently we mediate every borrowing request as we have had ongoing issues utilising the auto-locate and auto-send functions in Alma RS requests going through LADD. We are hoping to make some improvements in our configuration in Alma RS to improve thisEven with all these huge improvements to the before times, we were still missing somethingFirst of all, we missed Bonus+/ArticleReach. Requesting items between the dozen Bonus+ libraries was easy and smooth for clients and staff. When Rapido was announced, and was fully integrated into Alma/PrimoVE, we knew this was what we were missing.Secondly, we wanted RapidILL. I’m sure everyone is aware of how quick and easy RapidILL is for digital requests. We had been wanting it for a while, but we never made the jump because it wasn’t fully integrated with Alma RS (or Sierra before). But with Rapido, RapidILL is fully integrated into the resource sharing workflows and configuration
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We want more unmediation, and a form-less client experience
– Significant changes in Library staffing
– Join RapidILL – 24-hour turn around time for digital journal articles 

and book chapters. Significantly reduce mediated tasks for Resource 
Sharing staff through automated borrowing requesting

– Improve client experience with resource sharing – move away from 
using a blank form to find what you need

– One of the final pieces in our original 2018 Library Services Platform 
project (extend phase in 2020)

– Originally in 2020 Operational Plan, paused to 2021, to extend 
resource sharing (through additional platform/services)

Why move to Rapido?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want more unmediation. As I’m sure most of you have experienced during COVID, we have seen significant changes in Library staffing, including a reduction of staff through a university Voluntary Redundancy Program. For the Resource Sharing team, this means that any expansion in service doesn’t necessarily come with additional staff. So we’ll need to be more efficient, and have as much unmediated as possibleAs mentioned, we previously used ArticleReach, but we were only getting about a 40% fill rate, and we are hoping for a 90% fill rate with RapidILL. With RapidILL 24-hour turn around time, we want to improve the client experience with faster digital requests. It also means more automated borrowing requesting for digital requestsWe also want to improve the overall client experience, and move away from resource sharing forms, and instead we want clients to be able to find items from other institutions directly from within our Library Search Finally, it has been part of several strategic and operational plans to expand how we deliver Resource Sharing
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A multidisciplinary team for a large library 
– Start with an Implementation Group of 23 staff members

– Core Team (8)
– Project Team (8)
– Library Consultants (7)

– Project framework
– Ambitious timelines in the middle of COVID

Preparing to move to Rapido

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important aspects of implementing any Ex Libris product has been getting the right project team.We are using our Alma/PrimoVE and Leganto multidisciplinary approach, which has been successful in the past, and has supported change amongst staff and clientsBecause we are such a large academic library (approx. 220 staff to support approx. 75,000 students and staff), with plenty of expertise, we have broken down our implementation structure into three groups:a core team of 8 people who are across all configuration and project planning, from Library Digital Services and Resource Sharing managersan additional 8 people as part of the project team, made of Resource Sharing staff who know the ins and outs of day-to-day resource sharingand 7 library consultants on call, including Rare Books, Analytics, Copyright and Digital Experience staff
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Name Project role Division/Area
Lisa McIntosh Executive Sponsor Access Services
Michael Arndell Executive Sponsor Site Services
Jeff Cruz Project Lead Site Services
Katrina McAlpine Project Lead Access Services
Kriselda Samson Project Manager Access Services
Kathryn Cass Core team Site Services
Susanne Buckley Core team Site Services
Gaith Bader Core team Access Services
Aldo Ortiz Core team Access Services
Caroline Serrano Core team Access Services
Aleks Nikolic Project team – RS Site Services
Chris Boyd Project team – RS Site Services
Bill He Project team – RS Site Services
Elly Sutandar Project team – RS Site Services
Alice Li Project team – RS Site Services
Sirin Lub-Ubolkeao Project team – RS Site Services
Chingmy Lam Project team – Metadata Access Services
Helen Loxton Project team – Resources Access Services
Bronwen Taylor Consultant – Analytics Central Services
Jane Barton Consultant – Analytics Central Services
Charlotte Kowalski Consultant - RBSC Academic Services
Kate Stanton, Brett McCarthy Consultant – Copyright Access Services
Somaya Langley Consultant - Digital Collections Access Services
Charina Kofod Consultant - UoS Site Services
Heidi Laidler Consultant - Discovery (UX) Access Services

Rapido
Implementation group
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Updated timeline

Milestones Date

Project kick-off 1 Sep 2021 (completed)

Complete Resource Sharing clean-up 29 Sep 2021 (completed)

Complete system configuration and system testing 27 Oct 2021

Soft launch (go-live/end of implementation date for Ex Libris) 28 Oct 2021

Complete all testing and workflows documentation 9 Dec 2021

Complete training for relevant staff 19 Jan 2022

Go Live 19 Jan 2022

Project close and move to BAU 20 April 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- We have a soft launch, that will bring see us finalising configuration implementation and live testing (as mentioned before, there is no Rapido sandbox)- This will allow us to finalise any live testing, and update any workflows as we use Rapido/RapidILL- Once testing and workflows are finalised, we’ll do refresher training on Alma RS as well as updated training for Rapido/RapidILL with all relevant staff- And we’ll have a final Go Live date with larger comms to fully promote to the university library community
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Rapido
Project Charter

• Detailed set-up and implementation plan 
and schedule

• Project status reports
• Risk and issues log, decisions log
• Engagement strategy and plan
• Modified LSP frameworks:

o Communications plan
o Training plan
o BAU governance model
o Support model

This project aims to:

1. Implement Rapido to go live for 
clients by January 2022, including 
RapidILL. 

2. Improve client experience via 
simplified and easy-to-understand 
resource sharing requesting for 
University of Sydney clients 
through the reduced use in of the 
Alma Resource Sharing form.

3. Reduction of mediated work for 
resource sharing staff through 
increase in automation

• Library staff
• Clients:

• Current and future students
• Faculties and academics
• Community users

• Professional service units:
• ICT

• University stakeholders:
• University Finance

• External: Ex Libris

1. Implementation planning and 
execution (Rapido and RapidILL)

2. Review current condition (i.e., 
workflows)

3. Implementation, including:
• system configuration
• stakeholder engagement
• testing: system, workflows, UX
• staff training
• workflows documentation

4. Hand-over to BAU team.
5. Recommendations for next phase, 

if required.

• Plan and manage risks and 
dependencies

• Consultation/communication with staff 
and clients to embrace the new system

• Review and update of workflows
• Proper training for relevant Library 

staff
• Support from management and 

implementation group 

1. Workflows that will remain the 
same within Alma Resource 
Sharing

2. System optimisation
3. Ongoing development post-BAU

DeliverablesObjectives Stakeholders Project scope

Success Factors

Out of scope

Phases

Initiation

Planning

Execution

Deployment

BAU and Project Closure
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What have we needed to 
focus on so far?

- Pre-work
- Configuration, testing and 

training go hand-in-hand
- UX testing
- Library staff and client 

communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-workLots of pre-work to understand configuration,Included some resource sharing clean up in terms of outdated requests still hanging about, as well as reviewing current workflows and training documentsUnlike Alma/PrimoVE, configuration, testing and training go hand-in-handWe are learning about Rapido/RapidILL as we’re doing configuration, and for the most part, testing and training will happen simultaneouslyAt the moment, there is no Rapido sandbox, so learning how to use it will happen as we are configuring and testingUX testing is important to us, so we’ve made it part of our processIn a very short project, we are trying to balance communicating what we know, as we learn more about how we’ll use Rapido/RapidILL. Likewise, as we’ll have a soft launch and final go live, balancing what to communicate and when will be extremely important this month
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Thank you!

And special thanks to:

Susanne Buckley
Assistant Manager, Resource 
Sharing

Kriselda Samson
Digital Projects and Programs 
Manager

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many thanks to Susanne Buckley for reviewing the before times, and helping with pulling together these slides.Big thanks to Kris, who is our project manager, and whose slides I’ve stolen (for the most part)
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Questions?
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